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A bilingual systematic literature evaluate become performed in line
with PRISMA pointers for all South Korean scientific tourism
legislative and coverage literature the use of have been covered if they
directly addressed South Korean medical tourism coverage. To
complement results from the peer-evaluate, the grey literature turned
into additionally searched the usage of Google seek engine for
relevant policy files, statistics from government web sites, and country
wide facts on medical tourism-associated statistics. This systematic
evaluation suggests that policy decisions may additionally prioritize
economic increase supplied by scientific tourism over negative effects
on the healthcare body of workers, get entry to and equity, and its
capability to undermine usual fitness coverage. South Korea keeps to
study methods to further amend the Act and develop this area, but
those moves must be serious about caution via significantly examining
how other nations have adapted their policymaking based totally at the
actual-world expenses related to clinical tourism. centered because the
social impact with the implementation of tourism advertising coverage
for the duration of the COVID-19 pandemic, this paper briefly
analyzes the impact of COVID-19 on the countrywide cultural and
tourism industry and selects numerous consultant sorts of tourism
policies, crawls the remark facts of Weibo customers, analyzes
customers’ perception and emotional preference to the policy, and
therefore mines the social impact of numerous rules.

epidemic prevention and control to make healing gradually
meanwhile, local governments and scenic spots have issued a chain of
selling rules, which includes journey coupons, modern limiting, 2.5days off, which objectives to stimulate restoration of the tourism
enterprise whilst stopping COVID-19 however, the policies have
obtained combined evaluations from netizens, who've targeted on the
protection problems introduced approximately via the hole of scenic
spots. For the authorities and scenic spots, the maximum concerning
question is which sort of guidelines has the most obvious stimulating
effect on the tourism economic system. which will solution those
questions, it's far important to behavior an emotional evaluation of a
series of guidelines issued by means of the government and scenic
spots, degree the impact of policy implementation according to on-line
netizens’ feedback, and summarize the policy aggregate with the firstclass implementation effect, so that you can assist the government and
scenic spots maximize the validity to promote recovery. A panel data
from 2000 to 2017 for pinnacle 70 vacationer international locations
are analyzed the usage of a spatial econometric technique to
investigate the spatial effect of tourism on environmental pollutants.
The direct, indirect, and normal impact of tourism on CO2 emissions
are estimated the use of the maximum appropriate generalized nested
spatial econometric approach. The findings monitor that tourism has a
wonderful direct impact and a terrible oblique effect; both are large on
the 1% degree. The poor indirect impact of tourism is greater than its
direct nice impact, implying a universal drastically terrible effect in
addition, the final results of monetary improvement and CO2
emissions have an inverted U-fashioned and U-formed relationship in
direct and indirect affects populace density, exchange openness, and
financial growth extensively affect environmental pollutants in
addition, education expenditure and infrastructure play a considerable
moderating position among tourism and environmental pollution. The
results have crucial policy implications as they set up an inverted-Uformed dating amongst tourism and CO2 emissions and imply that at
the same time as a rustic’s emissions to begin with rise with the
tourism enterprise’s growth, it starts declining after a restrict. through
the years, the tourism enterprise index displays an upward trend, the
urbanization index reveals a extra obvious upward fashion, and the
ecological environment index fluctuates strongly below the influence
of all three factors, the tourism urbanization index indicates a
fluctuating growing fashion regarding the spatial distribution pattern,
the improvement center of tourism urbanization shifts to the southeast,
and the distribution route is northeast-southwest there's a large
agglomeration in international spatial autocorrelation.

Geographic Awareness

Among Tourism and Environmental Pollution

In the end, by way of identifying the social effects of diverse
regulations as established variables, a binary logistic regression
version is built to acquire the pleasant combination of tourism
promotion regulations and sell the speedy revitalization of the cultural
and tourism industry. With the progress of science and generation, as
well as the improvement of humans’s living conditions and cloth
degree, China’s tourism industry has entered a new take-off stage after
greater than twenty years of development. however, the outbreak of
COVID-19 in past due 2019 greatly impacted on China’s tourism
enterprise, wiping out greater than 450 million visitor revenues about
2 months after the enforcement of prevention and manipulate, on
February 25, the country wide lifestyle and tourism office issued the
steerage to lead the countrywide scenic spots to put in force the

The local spatial correlation pattern is ruled by correlation
characteristics and supplemented via distinct characteristics. In terms
of influencing elements, policy and regional improvement strategy,
tourism useful resource endowment, economic development level, and
site visitor’s conditions are indexed in descending order of influencing
diploma. Eventually, we recommend some recommendations but, the
spatial difference of tourism assets and tourism financial system was
apparent on Hainan Island component analysis confirmed that the
amount of hotels, the share of tertiary enterprise in the GDP, and the
nearby populace have been the most influential factors for the
distribution of tourism resources, whilst the density of the road
community, the quantity of motels, the according to capita GDP, the
proportion of tertiary enterprise in GDP, the local population, and the
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amount of tourism sources confirmed obvious affects on the tourism
economic system of Hainan Island. Interactions of the factors in
particular fell into three sorts: synergistic increases, unmarried aspect
weakening, and nonlinear weakening. it's miles cautioned that the
local government have to completely exploit variety types of tourism
assets on Hainan Island to draw more vacationers and enhance the
tourism sales; improving the inbound tourism, and to reinforce the
development of street community on Hainan Island. a few scholars
also focused on the spatial shape of the tourism sources on island.
Yang et al. studied the junction point, route and domain constituting
tourism spatial structure of island destination and recommend gold
standard proposal for the tourism spatial structure took 41 excessive
quality tourism points of interest in Hainan island for instance,
analyzed the spatial shape and its evolution based on nearest neighbor
index and geographic awareness index but, due to the difficulties of
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acquiring exhaustive statistics of tourism resources on island, research
on the nearby differences of tourism resources on tourism islands were
nonetheless lack suggests that pageant occasions are an increasing
number of becoming an important tool for economic improvement,
now not best via tourism, but additionally through rebranding cities
and regions as modern-day cultural facilities added the potential and
importance of Museums in Poland in cultural tourism, which plays an
important function in using the tourism financial system. studied
creative tourism from the attitude of philosophy, sociology, and
conversation and proposed that innovative tourism is a new generation
of tourism. This new kind of tourism not manipulates and develops
cultural, non-public, and herbal assets inclusive of conventional
tourism, but provides value and enriches cultural, private, and herbal
resources.
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